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Things fall apart when empires crumble. This time, we think, things will be different. They are not. This time, we are told, we will become great
again. We will not. In this new edition of the hugely successful Rule Britannia, Danny Dorling and Sally Tomlinson argue that the vote to leave
the EU was the last gasp of the old empire working its way out of the British psyche. Fuelled by a misplaced nostalgia, the result was driven
by a lack of knowledge of Britain’s imperial history, by a profound anxiety about Britain’s status today, and by a deeply unrealistic vision of
our future.
Offers content that helps students manage their revision and prepare for exams efficiently. This title include content that is broken into
manageable sections and advice is offered to help build students' confidence. It provides exam tips and techniques to support students in the
revision process.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE English Language qualifications. Approved for the AQA
GCSE English Language 2015 specification, this print Student Book is designed for students targeting Grades 1 to 5 and above. Featuring a
wide range of 19th-, 20th- and 21st-century texts, this resource has spelling, punctuation and grammar support integrated throughout. It also
contains assessment tests and in-depth exam preparation, including two full practice papers. See also our Progress print and digital pack,
which comprises a Progress print Student Book, a Writing Workshop print Student book, enhanced digital editions of each and free Teacher's
Resources.
"An illustrated analytical study, Words and the First World War considers the situation at home, at war, and under categories such as race,
gender and class to give a many-sided picture of language used during the conflict." The Spectator First World War expert Julian Walker
looks at how the conflict shaped English and its relationship with other languages. He considers language in relation to mediation and
authenticity, as well as the limitations and potential of different kinds of verbal communication. Walker also examines: - How language
changed, and why changed language was used in communications - Language used at the Front and how the 'language of the war' was
commercially exploited on the Home Front - The relationship between language, soldiers and class - The idea of the 'indescribability' of the
war and the linguistic codes used to convey the experience 'Languages of the front' became linguistic souvenirs of the war, abandoned by
soldiers but taken up by academics, memoir writers and commentators, leaving an indelible mark on the words we use even today.
Reinforce students' geographical understanding throughout their course; clear topic summaries with sample questions and answers help
students improve their exam technique and achieve their best. Written by a teacher with extensive examining experience, this guide: - Helps
students identify what they need to know with a concise summary of the topics examined at AS and A-level - Consolidates understanding
through assessment tips and knowledge-check questions - Offers opportunities for students to improve their exam technique by consulting
sample graded answers to exam-style questions - Develops independent learning and research skills - Provides the content students need to
produce their own revision notes
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match
the demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students
in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
Complements the most student-friendly and engaging course for the 2016 AQA GCSE Geography (9-1) specification. The key points of each
Student Book topic are presented on a single page, using a clear and accessible visual layout to aid knowledge retention.
With increasing numbers of learners in secondary schools having English as an additional language, it is crucial for all teachers to understand
the learning requirements of these students and plan distinctive teaching approaches to engage and support them. This book provides school
leaders, trainee teachers and qualified teachers with the skills and practical knowledge they need to strengthen the learning outcomes of
students for whom English is an additional language. Teaching English as an Additional Language in Secondary Schools sets out realistic
ways in which EAL learners can be engaged and stretched in their learning, building on their prior literacy, cultural experiences and language
learning. It clearly explains the theory and key research into how additional languages are acquired and offers practical classroom teaching
and learning strategies to show teachers how they can help EAL learners to access the curriculum and reflect on their learning through
assessments. Features include: tasks to help put the ideas into practice case studies illustrating the key challenges faced by EAL learners
summaries of key research findings reflections to encourage deeper thinking. Drawing on the daily experiences of teachers and teaching
assistants, this book will be essential reading for all trainee and practising teachers that want to ensure students with EAL fulfil their true
learning potential.

A fundamental aspect of the conflict between Palestinians and Israelis is the territorial dispute which began long before
the State of Israel was established. Analysing the land tenure system in Palestine under the administration of the British
Mandate, this book questions whether, and to what extent, the land tenure system in Palestine facilitated Zionist land
acquisition. The research uses benchmarks elaborated in the guidelines of the United Nations Human Settlements
Programme as its analytical starting point, and looks at the formation and implementation of the land tenure system in
Palestine. It goes on to place the penetration of Zionism into the land tenure system within the theoretical context of a
colonial-settler framework, employing information from land registry records located at the Jordanian Department of
Lands. Providing a political-historical analysis of the land tenure system from the end of Ottoman Rule until the end of the
British Mandate, this book will be of interest to scholars and students of Middle Eastern History, Imperial and Colonial
History, and Middle Eastern Politics.
AQA Geography A Level and AS is a student-friendly resource for the AQA A Level and AS specifications - written
specially to target the demands of the new specifications. Accessible, clear and thorough, this Student Book covers the
physical geography sections of the specifications. It has been approved by AQA and engages all your students with
interesting, up-to-date examples and relevant case studies. Clearly-written objectives open each unit, setting out for
students what they need to learn, and high-quality photos, maps and diagrams aid explanations. Motivating differentiated
activities, chapters on fieldwork, geographical skills and issue evaluation, and practice questions all reinforce the book's
rigour. The book also features a glossary of key terms, and a full index. Answer guidance for the activities is available on
Kerboodle (school purchase only).
Written to meet the requirements of the new geography A-Level syllabuses, this volume explains difficult theories and
concepts, and examines key issues and controversies. It includes case studies and over 1000 sample questions.
This exam practice book for GCSE contains detailed advice and tips on how to improve marks and overall grade. It
includes: real exam questions; actual students' answers; sections on how to score full marks and don't make these
mistakes; key points to remember and questions to try. Written by a top examiner.
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Indexes the Times and its supplements.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 A Level English qualifications. Endorsed for the
AQA A/AS Level English Literature B specifications for first teaching from 2015, this print Student Book is suitable for all
abilities, providing stretch opportunities for the more able and additional scaffolding for those who need it. Helping bridge
the gap between GCSE and A Level, the unique three-part structure focuses on texts within a particular time period and
supports students in interpreting texts and reflecting on how writers make meaning. An enhanced digital version and free
Teacher's Resource are also available.
Student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 AQA A Level and AS geography specifications. Written to match the
demands of the specification, this Student Book covers the human geography component of the course. It motivates your
students with accessible, interesting content and up-to-date case studies, while retaining a rigorous approach.
In 1844, a young merchant from Shiraz called Sayyid ‘Ali-Muhammad declared himself the ‘gate’ (the Bab) to the Truth
and, shortly afterwards, the initiator of a new prophetic cycle. His messianic call attracted a significant following across
Iran and Iraq. Regarded as a threat by state and religious authorities, the Babis were subject to intense persecution and
the Bab himself was executed in 1850. In this volume, leading scholars of Islam, Baha’i studies and Iranian history come
together to examine the life and legacy of the Bab, from his childhood to the founding of the Baha’i faith and beyond.
Among other subjects, they cover the Bab’s writings, his Qur’an commentaries, the societal conditions that underlay the
Babi upheavals, the works of Babi martyr Tahirih Qurratu’l-‘Ayn, and Orientalist Edward Granville Browne’s encounters
with Babi and Baha’i texts. Contents Biographies Acknowledgments A Note on Transliteration Map Preface 1 The Bab: A
Sun in a Night Not Followed by Dawn | Fereydun Vahman · The Bab Discontinues his Formal Education and Begins his
Mercantile Work · Epiphany, Piety, and Intuition · The Bab’s Journey to the Sacred Shrine Cities of ?Iraq · The Bab’s
Return to Shiraz and Marriage · The Declaration of the Bab’s Cause: The Birth of a New Religion · After the Declaration
of the Bab’s Cause · Mulla ?Ali Bastami · The Bab’s Eventful Journey to Mecca · The Bab’s Return from Pilgrimage and
the Events of Shiraz · The Bab in Isfahan · From Isfahan to Azarbaijan · The Trial of Tabriz · The Return to Chihriq Prison
· The Execution of the Bab in Tabriz · Bibliography 2 The Worldview of the Báb: The Reconstruction of Religion and
Society | Nader Saiedi · Reconstruction of the Idea of Religion: Dialectical Logic and Historical Consciousness ·
Reconstruction of the Idea of the Human Being and Human Identity · Rationalism and Humanism ·· Equality of the
Believers and Canceling of the Authority of the Clerics ·· Centrality of the Word and the Rejection of Miracles ··
Reconstruction of Heaven, Hell, and the Day of Resurrection ·· Reconstruction of the Concept of the Occultation and
Return of the Imam · Equal Rights, Social Justice, and Ethics ·· Station of Women, Rejection of Patriarchy ·· The Ethical
Maxim: For the Sake of God ·· Culture of Affirmation ·· Development and Modernization: Perfection and Refinement ·
Conclusion · Bibliography 3 The Shaping of the Babi Community: Merchants, Artisans, and Others | Abbas Amanat · The
Changing Economy · The Babi Merchants · The Babi Artisans · Converts from the Government Ranks · The Babi
Community: An Assessment · Selected Bibliography 4 From a Primal Point to an Archetypal Book: Literary Trajectories
through Select Writings of the Bab (1819–50) | Stephen N. Lambden · The Writings of the Bab, Some Preliminary
Observations · Bayan/Mubin (“Crystal Clear”) yet “Abstruse, Bewilderingly Abstruse (sa‘b mustasa‘b)”: Exegetical
Clarity and Esoteric Depth in the Writings of the Bab · The Shahada (Testimony of Faith) and its Alphabetical Mysteries ·
Esoterica, the Abstruse, Sciences of the Unseen (‘ul?m alghayb) · The Style, Grammar, and Syntax of the Bab ·
Personal Letters, “Scriptural Tablets” (Lawh, pl. Alwah) ·· Letters or Scriptural Tablets · The Genesis of the New Shari‘a
(Laws), the Khasa’il-i Sab‘a (mid. 1845) · The All-Comprehensive Bayan (Exposition) of the Bab · The Five Modes of
Revelation · Devotional Writings of the Bab · Tafsir S?rat al-Hamd (Praise) or al-Fatiha (“The Opening,” Q. 1) · “We
indeed proffered thee al-Kawthar (The Abundance).” · Hadith Commentary · Commentaries on Hadith Texts by the Bab ·
S?rat al-Ridwan · Khutbas, Literary Orations · The Khutba al-Jidda (Literary Oration Nigh Jeddah) · The Khutba on ‘ilm alhuruf (On the “Science of the Letters”) · Select Treatises (Risala, pl. Rasa’il), Epistles (?ahifa, pl. ?uhuf ) and Other
Scriptural Communications · The Risala fi’l-nubuwwa al-khassa (A Treatise on the Specific Prophethood of Muhammad)
· Epistles, Treatises, Booklets (?ahifa, pl. ?uhuf ) · The Persian Dala’il-i sab‘a (Seven Proofs) · The Arabic al-dala’il alsab‘a (Seven Proofs) · Kitab al-asma’/Kull shay’ (The Book of the Divine Names, the “All Things”) · Kitab-i panj sha‘n
(The Book expressive of Five Modes of Revelation) · The (Lawh?i) Haykal al?din (“Temple of Religion”)
(1266/early–mid-1850) · The Late Messianism of the Bab · The Wasiyyat-nama (Will and Testament) Attributed to the
Bab · Concluding Summary Note · Bibliography 5 Interpretation as Revelation: The Qur’án Commentary of the Báb,
Sayyid ‘Alí Mu?ammad Shírází (1819–50) | Todd Lawson · Life of the Báb · The Shaykhí School · Shaykhí Teachings ·
Tafsír Works ·· Tafsír súrat al-baqara ·· Tafsír súrat Yúsuf · Conclusions · Bibliography 6 The Social Basis of the B?b?
Upheavals in Iran (1848–53): A Preliminary Analysis | Moojan Momen · Introduction · The Shaykh ?abars? Upheaval:
1848–49 ·· Total Number of B?b?s at Shaykh ?abars? ·· Rural/Urban Origin of B?b? Participants at Shaykh ?abars? · The
Nayr?z Upheavals of 1850 and 1853 ·· Occupations of B?b? Participants in the Two Nayr?z Upheavals ·· Origins of
Participants at the Two Nayr?z Upheavals ·· Total Numbers of B?b? Participants at the Two Nayr?z Upheavals · The
Zanj?n Upheaval: 1850–51 ·· Occupations of B?b? Participants at Zanj?n ·· Origins of B?b? Participants at Zanj?n ·· Total
Numbers of B?b? Participants at Zanj?n · The Tehran Episodes of 1850 and 1852 ·· The Seven Martyrs of Tehran, 1850
·· The Tehran Executions of 1852 ·· Occupations of the B?b?s Executed in Tehran in 1852 · Conclusions ·· A
Comparative Analysis ·· The Role of Women ·· Other Social Groups ·· The Social Basis of Babism 7 The Babi–State
Conflicts of 1848–50 | Siyamak Zabihi-Moghaddam · Babi Clashes with the State: Neither Social Protest nor Offensive
Holy War · Review of the Primary Sources of the Babi Upheavals · An Outline of the Conflict at Shaykh Tabarsi,
September 1848–May 1849 · The Objectives of the Babis at Shaykh Tabarsi · The Calm between Storms: May
1849–May 1850 · The Nayriz Conflict of May–June 1850 · An Analysis of the Objectives of Vahid and the Babis in Nayriz
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· Hujjat and the ‘Ulama’ of Zanjan · The Zanjan Episode of May 1850–January 1851 · An Analysis of the Objectives of
Hujjat and the Zanjani Babis · Conclusion · Bibliography 8 From Babi Movement to the Baha’i Faith: Some Observations
About the Evolution of a New Religion | Armin Eschraghi · Some General Observations on the Bab’s Sacred Law ·
Messianism in the Bab’s Writings · The Later Development of the Babi Movement · Baha’u’llah After the Bab’s
Martyrdom · Babi Messianism and the Question of Leadership · Some General Observations on Baha’u’llah’s Sacred
Law · Some Further Observations on the Baha’i Faith’s Evolution from the Babi Movement ·· Messianism ·· Ritual
Impurity (najasah) ·· Holy War and Religious Legitimization of Violence · Conclusion · Bibliography 9 “The hand of God is
not chained up”: Notes on Two Salient Themes in the Prose Writings of ?áhirih Qurratu’l-‘Ayn | Omid Ghaemmaghami ·
Introduction · Progressive Revelation · Love, Friendship, and Forbearance · Bibliography 10 Babi-Baha’i Books and
Believers in E. G. Browne’s A Year amongst the Persians | Sholeh A. Quinn · Introduction · Terminology and
Identifications · Isfahan · Shiraz ·· Books in Shiraz ·· Reading in Shiraz · Yazd · Kirman · Conclusion · The Texts Browne
Encountered in Iran · Bibliography Index
This brand new course takes a unique approach to providing the strong foundations and skills practice students need to prepare them for
study of the AQA GCSE specification. Topical, relevant content will enthuse students and help to build essential knowledge and
understanding.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 A Level English qualifications. Endorsed for the AQA A/AS Level
English Language specifications for first teaching from 2015, this print Student Book is suitable for all abilities, providing stretch opportunities
for the more able and additional scaffolding for those who need it. Helping bridge the gap between GCSE and A Level, the unique three-part
structure provides essential knowledge and allows students to develop their skills through a deeper study of key topics, whilst encouraging
independent learning. An enhanced digital version and free Teacher's Resource are also available.
Extensive research and feedback from teachers has helped us to bring you a new improved edition of Understanding GCSE Geography.
Aqa Gcse Geography BOxford University Press, USA
New 2017 Cambridge A Level Maths and Further Maths resources to help students with learning and revision. Written for the AQA AS/A
Level Further Mathematics specifications for first teaching from 2017, this print Student Book covers the compulsory content for AS and the
first year of A Level. It balances accessible exposition with a wealth of worked examples, exercises and opportunities to test and consolidate
learning, providing a clear and structured pathway for progressing through the course. It is underpinned by a strong pedagogical approach,
with an emphasis on skills development and the synoptic nature of the course. Includes answers to aid independent study. This book has
entered an AQA approval process.
The New Wider World Coursemate for AQA C GCSE Geography provides summaries of key content and key ideas to support AQA's 2001
Geography C specification.
This book provides a practical illustration of the skills, knowledge and understanding required to teach in the secondary classroom. As well as
discussing concepts and ideas, the book gives a critical examination of some of the key issues, and will encourage the reader to engage with
the ideas and consider their views and beliefs. It is an invaluable resource for those who are learning to teach or for those teachers who wish
to reflect on their teaching practice.
Written to meet the requirements of geography GCSE AQA/A, this second edition of the course book includes exam practice questions and
answers, practical help with revising skills and data analysis and guidance on how to approach the skills paper, with practice questions and
answers.

A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2016 GCSE Computer Science qualifications. Written for the
AQA GCSE Computer Science specification for first teaching from 2016, this print Student Book uses an exciting and engaging
approach to help students build their knowledge and master underlying computing principles and concepts. Designed to develop
computational thinking, programming and problem-solving skills, this resource includes challenges that build on learning
objectives, and real-life examples that demonstrate how computer science relates to everyday life. Remember features act as
revision references for students and key mathematical skills relevant to computer science are highlighted throughout. A digital
Cambridge Elevate-enhanced Edition and a free digital Teacher's Resource are also available.
Written to meet the requirements of geography GCSE AQA/B, this revision guide includes exam practice questions and answers,
practical help with revising skills and data analysis, and offers guidance on how to approach the skills paper, with practice
questions and answers.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2016 GCSE Computer Science qualifications. Written for the
OCR GCSE Computer Science specification for first teaching from 2016, this print Student Book uses an exciting and engaging
approach to help students build their knowledge and master underlying computing principles and concepts. Designed to develop
computational thinking, programming and problem-solving skills, this resource includes challenges that build on learning
objectives, and real-life examples that demonstrate how computer science relates to everyday life. Remember features act as
revision references for students and key mathematical skills relevant to computer science are highlighted throughout. A digital
Cambridge Elevate-enhanced Edition and a free digital Teacher's Resource are also available.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Written for the AQA
GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal companion to the
AQA Foundation tier Student Book and can be used as a standalone resource. With exercises that correspond to each section of
the Student Book, it offers a wealth of additional questions for practice and consolidation. Our Homework Books contain a breadth
and depth of questions covering a variety of skills, including problem-solving and mathematical reasoning, as well as extensive drill
questions. Answers to all questions are available free on the Cambridge University Press UK Schools website.
The most student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 AQA GCSE Geography specification. Written to match the
demands of the course, this student book motivates students with accessible, interesting content and up-to-date case studies,
while retaining a rigorous approach.
Developed for the AQA Specification, revised for the new National Curriculum and the new GCSE specifications. The Teacher File
contains detailed support and guidance on advanced planning, points of emphasis, key words, notes for the non-specialist, useful
supplementary ideas and homework sheets.
Maximise every student's grade potential with a step-by-step approach to learning, improving and applying the geographical and
fieldwork skills they need to achieve stand-out success under the reformed OCR A and B GCSE Geography specifications. Provides a complete, tailor-made solution to teaching the cartographic, graphical, numerical and statistical skills emphasised in the
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2016 OCR A and B GCSE Geography specifications - Helps you prepare students for the changed fieldwork assessments and
new question formats with a dedicated section on geographical enquiries - Supports students of varying abilities by moving from
clear explanations of each skill to easy-to-follow guidance on applying the skills in an examination context - Offers plenty of
opportunities to put newly-acquired skills into practice through a range of activities for all learners, as well as extension tasks
designed for students targeting the top grades - Boosts students' confidence tackling terminal assessment with skills-focused
exam-style questions and insider tips on common question types and topics - Cuts down your marking time and enables students
to monitor their own progress by including answers for every activity and exam-style question
GCSE 9-1 Geography AQA Exam Practice covers the skills and techniques required to be successful in the new rigorous GCSE
AQA Geography (9-1) specification, plus exam question practice - written specially to target the demands of taking linear exams
for the first time. Accessible, clear and thorough, this exam practice book engages all your students. Clearly-written using Oxford's
popular On Your Marks approach, it focuses on planning, writing, and marking answers supported with sample answers at a range
of levels, with marked and annotated versions pointing out good practice and useful tips. Motivating exam practice - including two
complete sets of exam papers based on the AQA sample assessment materials reinforces this rigorous approach. In addition,
guided answers and mark schemes will be provided online.
Teach exactly what your students need for exam success. No other publisher has such an in-depth insight into the specifications. AQAa s
input, including their rigorous three-stage review process, ensures an exact match with AQAa s new GCSE Geography B specifications. Get
the most from the AQA GCSE Geography B Studenta s Book with blended online resources delivered via kerboodle! You can personalise
your studentsa learning and track their progress online, whilst giving them the benefit of 24-hour access. Additional Information: Animations
Videos Simulations Interactive Activities......and much much more!
Cramming all new-case studies and 100s of new questions into one book, this new edition of our AQA A-level Geography student book will
capture imaginations as it travels around the globe. This book has been written by our expert author team and structured to provide support
for learners of all abilities. The book includes: · Activities and regular review questions to reinforce geographical knowledge and build up core
geographical skills · Clear explanations to help students to grapple with tricky geographical concepts and grasp links between topics · Case
studies from around the world to vividly demonstrate geographical theory in action · Exciting fieldwork projects that meet the fieldwork and
investigation requirements · The most up-to-date theory of plate tectonics This student book is supported by digital resources on our new
digital platform Boost, providing a seamless online and offline teaching experience.
Written by examiners and practising teachers, this work offers study and homework support throughout GCSE. It is useful as a reference
source, a lesson back-up and as a revision guide.
Written for the AQA geography specification A, this text develops skills analysis in context through the use of map extracts and satellite data.
It incorporates ICT and questions to reinforce learning. Sample exam questions and mark schemes give pupils practice.
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